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Denzcoth Pets feels proud to be part of  Denzcoth group,

keeping  Total Customer Satisfaction as our main focus. 

Our mission is to edify our Product designs, identify market

 trends and providing  finest quality products to our clients 

globally.

We understand the love and bond between pets and their 

owners. The products we develop, our prioritize as per 

pets comfort, health & happiness.

® 

INTRODUCTION 



ORGANIC DYE - FREE JUTE COTTON FIBER TOUGH BALL WITH  TALL HANDLE ONE KNOT.DOG ROPE TOY, 

ARI-DRT-202032

Satisfy your pets deserve the very best & safe toys that can withstand wear & tear. Excellent for 
a varity of games & activities that will keep your dog entertained for a long time.

The natural rope fibers floss dogs teeth as they tug, toss, chew & play. This rope toy features 100%
eco friendly, recyclabel & bio-degradable. These are handmade, hand knotted & variation in sizes
of ±1” is normal

JUTE COTTON FIBER DOG ROPE TOY® 

ARI-DRT-202004 ARI-DRT-202003 ARI-DRT-202007 ARI-DRT-202033 ARI-DRT-202002 ARI-DRT-202008

ARI-DRT-202011 ARI-DRT-202034 ARI-DRT-202037 ARI-DRT-202035
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POLY COTTON  TOUGH BALL WITH  TALL HANDLE ONE KNOT.DOG ROPE TOY, 

ARI-DRT-202036

This dog rope toys can easily keep your dogs teeth & gums clean & healthy, great choice for
grinding teeth. This interactive toy is great for tug-of-war or fetch games, relieving anxiety, making
 your friends happy. 
Made of non-toxics and tough cotton fiber with no chemical or plastic, safe for your dog to chew. 
Multicoloured knotted ropes are attractive & keep your dog entertained. No more worries about 
them biting or destroying things. Strong & durable toy, easy grip for throwing long  distance, 
chewing rope helps improve oral hygiene by helping to clean teeth.  
These are handmade, hand knotted & variation in sizes
of ±1” is normal

POLY-COTTON DOG ROPE TOY ® 

ARI-DRT-202017 ARI-DRT-202018 ARI-DRT-202015 ARI-DRT-202058 ARI-DRT-202057 ARI-DRT-202014

ARI-DRT-202022 ARI-DRT-202059 ARI-DRT-202061 ARI-DRT-202001 ARI-DRT-202021
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These dog toys are made with nylon braided rope and includes tennis ball with rope grip handle. Strong cotton rope

with a ball good for chewing and helps keep teeth & gums clean & healthy virtually indestructible, and can be washed ,

also has teeth flossing benefits for the dog ideal funny chewing rope for your pets. play rope is made of soft and 

durable cotton material. Great chew toy or for tug of war, play cleans dogs teeth while playing.

Keep your pet out of trouble and from getting bored. guaranteed to keep your dog active, busy, healthy, strong  and 

happy with a tennis ball attached to one end of the twisted rope.

Playing tug with your pup will provide a great outlet for its natural urge to grab, pull and really good tug of war game 

with gripped handle. Rugged dog rope chew toys act as a dog teeth cleaner. Great for aggressive chewers.

Let the fun begin with this Braided dog rope with Tennis ball. Made with heavy duty construction,  it can handle even

the toughest dogs.

Thick twisted cotton rope is looped on one end with handle. A tennis ball is attached to the end above a knot to keep 

it in place. can be thrown and bounced or used as a dog pull toy that helps with dog teeth cleaning.

TRAINING POLY COTTON ROPE DOG TOY WITH TENNIS BALL

ARI-DRT-202025
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ARI-DRT-202027 ARI-DRT-202028ARI-DRT-202026

TRAINING POLY COTTON ROPE DOG TOY WITH TENNIS BALL

ARI-DRT-202030 ARI-DRT-202029ARI-DRT-202029



BRAIDED COTTON ROPE DOG TOY - ANIMALS® 

ARI-DRT-202043
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BRAIDED COTTON ROPE DOG TOY - ANIMALS

ARI-DRT-202042

ARI-DRT-202046

ARI-DRT-202064

ARI-DRT-202041 ARI-DRT-202065

ARI-DRT-202063

ARI-DRT-202066



NATURAL LEATHER WITH ROPE DOG TOY® 
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           The uniquely shaped dog toy, made from top quality suede leather & cotton rope is one of its kind pet toy, which will
help your pooch stay engaged and will help in fighting anxiety and boredom. Especially when you are away and dogs are 
home alone, its helps them keep engaged and fight loneliness and depression. this can also be an ideal toy for cats to play
with. This dog toy is double stitched and highly durable which makes it an ideal company for delicate chewers, scratcher
& fun playful pets. 

           Key Benefits:
1. Dogs are intelligent creatures and have some thinking skills that are similar to human thinking skills. They are able to  learn facial
    expression,hand gestures and can learn by imitation. This can improve your dogs confidence and decrease  their anxiety. 

2. Mental stimulation is just as important for you dog as physical stimulation. Encourage your dog to self entertain with interactive
    toys in order to provide a simple and fun way to get mental exercise. 

3. As with physical 
    way to improve your dogs fitness.

exercise, mental exercise is necessary to keep your pet active and happy. Fun purpose - Driven toys are a great 

4. This dog toy is perfect for both teething puppies chewing and outdoor play or for playing tugging games for dogs of all sizes. This 
    can also works as an attractive scratch cat toy for cats.

ARI-DRT-202048 ARI-DRT-202049

5. The quality of suede leather is durable and toy is double stitched small sized puppies will like it during their teething process. It’s
    a perfect toy for medium dogs to large dogs to stay engaged with this interactive shaped dog toy even when the owners are away.
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ARI-DRT-202050

NATURAL LEATHER WITH ROPE DOG TOY

ARI-DRT-202051 ARI-DRT-202053 ARI-DRT-202052

ARI-DRT-202055 ARI-DRT-202056

ARI-DRT-202054
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TWISTED COTTON ROPE DOG LEASH

This cotton twisted cotton rope dog leash is the only dog leash you need for your beloved pet. This slip
lead allows you to ditch the collar and harness and gain quick control of your pooch by simply putting 
the loop around your dogs neck. Enjoy walking with your dog again and do it in handmade right here
with the utmost attention given to every detail. So whether you are on the sidewalk, in the park or on
the hiking trail, you can guide your dog knowing that you have the most reliable leash available.

These are the softest dog leashes you have ever felt and are very soft on your hand while providing you with
a strong grip. Hand whipped handles are not only more attractive and softer but also ensure durability

Available in multi colors to match your style, you will love this high quality product. Great for field trails, 
crate transfers or just a simple walk around the block. Designed to be durable and long lasting- great for
hunting dogs. Easily attaches to you dogs collar with one snap. 

ARI-DL-2020103
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TWISTED COTTON ROPE DOG LEASH

ARI-DL-2020105 ARI-DL-2020102

ARI-DL-2020115 ARI-DL-2020113

ARI-DL-2020114 ARI-DL-2020107

ARI-DL-2020104
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TEXTURIZED POLY - COTTON DOG LEASH 

ARI-DL-2020110

This cotton texturized poly - cotton rope dog leash is the only dog leash you need for your beloved pet. This slip
lead allows you to ditch the collar and harness and gain quick control of your pooch by simply putting 
the loop around your dogs neck. Enjoy walking with your dog again and do it in handmade right here
with the utmost attention given to every detail. So whether you are on the sidewalk, in the park or on
the hiking trail, you can guide your dog knowing that you have the most reliable leash available.

These are the softest dog leashes you have ever felt and are very soft on your hand while providing you with
a strong grip. Hand whipped handles are not only more attractive and softer but also ensure durability

Available in multi colors to match your style, you will love this high quality product. Great for field trails, 
crate transfers or just a simple walk around the block. Designed to be durable and long lasting- great for
hunting dogs. Easily attaches to you dogs collar with one snap. 
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TEXTURIZED POLY - COTTON DOG LEASH 

ARI-DL-2020110 ARI-DL-2020110

ARI-DL-2020110 ARI-DL-2020110

ARI-DL-2020110 ARI-DL-2020110

ARI-DL-2020110
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ARGENTINIAN POLO COLLAR AND LEASH

HANDMADE , HAND EMBROIDERED , ARGENTINIAN STYLE LEATHER POLO DOG COLLAR

This collar has been designed in the INDIA, inspired by Argentinian style and made using genuine leather, making it exceptional

 strong and durable. This iconic polo design dog collar has been handmade and hand woven using leather and waxed thread.

The roller buckle and D ring has been made using solid stainless steel, to enhance the strength of the collar.  The luxury and comfort

of the leather is well complimented by the silver hardware, which is tough, durable and well fitted. 

Available in multi colors wax thread.

Recommended for all dog breeds.

We have also designed a lead using the same design 

PRODUCT SIZES:

SMALL - Fits neck size 30cm - 40cm (2.5cm width)

MEDIUM - Fits neck size 40cm - 50cm (2.5cm width)

LARGE - Fits neck size 46cm - 56cm (2.5cm width)

Special Features : Adjustable , anti-slip, easy to clean, durable, water proof , lockable, easy to use.
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ARI-LDCL-5685

ARGENTINIAN POLO COLLAR AND LEASH

ARI-LDCL-5585

ARI-LDCL-5597

ARI-LDCL-5583

ARI-LDCL-5582

ARI-LDCL-5596

ARI-LDCL-5584

ARI-LDCL-5581

ARI-LDCL-5598
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LEATHER DOG COLLARS

This genuine full grain leather collar is the best option for daily use, hikes & long walks, where you want to allow your dog to roam freely.

it’s made of real leather that has a light pull-up with a mellow supple tannage and can withstand dogs up to 150lbs. it features a classic

and practical design that adds a unique touch and style to the collar and provides a comfortable pull.

We use only chemical - free vegetable tanned leather to avoid allergies. In addition, this leather really becomes beautiful overtime and

 becomes better with time.

For this collar, we use high quality antique color hardware, which are safe, durable and will not cause allergies. Each collar goes through

dozen of steps to ensure a collar that lasts forever and makes your dog look amazing.

          

ARI-LDC-5551 ARI-LDC-5548 ARI-LDC-5549 ARI-LDC-5547

ARI-LDC-5545 ARI-LDC-5552 ARI-LDC-5550 ARI-LDC-5544
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LEATHER DOG COLLARS

ARI-LDC-5508 ARI-LDC-5509 ARI-LDC-5511 ARI-LDC-5517 ARI-LDC-5514

ARI-LDC-5524 ARI-LDC-5523 ARI-LDC-5522 ARI-LDC-5540 ARI-LDC-5532

ARI-LDC-5521 ARI-LDC-5520 ARI-LDC-5519 ARI-LDC-5518 ARI-LDC-5528
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